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Making salmon a priority
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Above: Colville Tribal Fish and Wildlife Director Randall Friedlander listens intently during a tour of the Grand Coulee Dam on
March 17. Below: Columbia River Intertribal Fish Council Executive Director Paul Lumley, center, was a part of the tour and
expressed the possibility and opportunity to pass salmon over Grand Coulee Dam and right the wrongs that happened to tribes
up and down the river.

BY JUSTUS CAUDELL
The Tribune
GRAND COULEE – There are

passage being simply impossible
to passage being possible but

Dam but to right the wrongs done
to tribes up and down the river.
In an email shared with the

Director Randy Friedlander
current litigation.

hurdle of Chief Joseph Dam at
reach Grand Coulee.
There are questions of money:
who would pay for the millions in
infrastructure?
There are the challenges

over 15 other tribes from both

“There are examples from
old technologies that could be

Chief Joseph Dam and Grand

technologies that may be more

made into treaty law.
The opportunity has been made
available with the upcoming
debate on the 50 year old
Columbia River Treaty.

Bellevue Puget Sound Energy
2008 press release describes as “a

survive?
[above the dam] has been with the

Grand Coulee Dam and Chief
Joseph Dam produce 40 percent

Sears told the Tribal Tribune in
November.
Then there are legal challenges.
In a Feb. 14 publication by

Coast.
The Colville Reservation is in

federal government requires

Nations Alliance Fisheries
Canadian Dams in question have

seeds from weeds that got away

and other special interest groups
and the federal government or
and Chelan counties.
Though passage over Grand
Coulee Dam or Chief Joseph Dam

the immense size of Grand Coulee
Dam with such promises.
The government of British
Columbia declared it does not
believe the Columbia River
Treaty negotiations are the
appropriate forum for discussions

controlling weeds can be made
much easier.
One noxious weed of concern
to the Colville Reservation is

“British Columbia’s perspective

family. This aggressive noxious
weed is of particular concern to

salmon populations is the
responsibility of the Government
of Canada and that restoration

“There are two methods of
continued Friedlander.

Northern Quest Casino in Airway
Heights to prepare for upcoming
negotiations.

Nation’s Alliance member
Michael Zimmer told a group
on a tour of the Grand Coulee
Dam before technical meetings at
Northern Quest began.
Tribes Director D.R. Michel
and Columbia River Intertribal
Fish Council Executive Director
possibility and opportunity to not

were not allowed to participate in

production.

There is the challenge of the
Canadian government.
So why is treaty law important?
Salmon passage falls under
the larger proposed desire
for tribes to have ecological
function established as a third
consideration in management

mitigated and bilateral
infringement on the cultures
of native salmon peoples and a
loss of economic opportunity

stable headwater reservoir

starting to show in late May and
can extend into fall. Dalmatian

concern with only hydropower

reach depths of 10 to 12 feet.
This plant reproduces by both
seeds and roots. A single plant

management that nearly always
begins at the gargantuan Grand
Coulee Dam is based solely on
those two functions.
The current litigation on
salmon and the bigger concern
of ecological function falls to the
treaty law trumps federal law.
the Tribes. Not only are they not
they are changed.
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tagging each salmon by removing their adipose fin when
they are about four inches in length. This is accomplished
by using a brand new trailer that has an automated system

and British Columbia.
A watershed is the land area
from which all the waters gather to
the San Poil River and the Nespelem
River each has its own watershed.
But the water resources throughout

by the deterioration of thousands of
miles of roads.
they are reared at the hatchery until they are ready to be

year.

landscape. High levels of disturbance
to one area of a watershed affects
other areas of the watershed and the
grazing cattle and timber production.
stream crossings on the reservation.

recreational fishing opportunities for all. The $50 million
hatchery was completed in May of 2013 and is located in

remain viable for up to 10 years.
to 2 years. Most seeds are dropped

So how do I control this
aggressive weed? There are
several ways that can be
one control method is used in
conjunction. The use of biological
controls has been proven to be
very effective on this noxious
weed. Mecinus janthinus is a stem
boring weevil and is the most
commonly used biological control
drill a hole on the side of the stem

of wetlands ripple through the

egg sacs and become a fry. Once the fry are in the blue

and weight which determines how much we feed them.
The outdoor raceways where they grow to finger length in

introduced into North America
as an ornamental. Dalmatian

the upper Columbia Basin was

within the greater Columbia River

The staff feed the fry one time each hour for eight hours

attractive to cultivators since the

shaped waxy leaves that clasp
the stem. Shoots begin to emerge

Chief Joseph Hatchery (CJH) fish culturists have been
year. The small alevin are moved from the trays (each

thrives in areas with full sun and
well drained soils.

“increased spring and summer

Chief Joseph Hatchery update
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Scrophulariaceae family or more

responsibility of each country

safely capture young salmon for

federal hydroelectric projects in
Much of the current salmon
restoration exists in litigation

has sprung in our corner of
the world. Beautiful blooms
are beginning to emerge on

the corner. But with the right

several challenges to salmon
passing over Grand Coulee
Dam. There is the engineering

which would extend from the dam
downstream to a hypothetical
point near Belvedere. The Spirit
Ridge boat launch is six miles
downstream from the face of the
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spring bulbs planted last fall
are beginning to show and
gardeners fatigued from the long
winter are tending to their weary
garden beds. As the sun warms

• Tribes continue efforts

to change Columbia River
Treaty

Spring
brings
noxious
weed
concerns

placement and maintenance of many
of the forest roads have severely
altered water resources and in
effect other natural resources the
community relies on.

Fine sediments travel long
distances downstream before they
settle which impacts the much larger
the waters of that watershed.
Another consequence of roads
is rapid drainage. The landscape
naturally stores water for the year
from rain or runoff by absorbing it in
Roads that don’t adequately drain
runoff into the landscape often
collect and funnel water directly into
streams instead. This creates higher
runoff events. Also loss of this water
storage worsens drought conditions
leading to increased stress on timber
irrigation for agriculture as well as
Improving runoff conditions to
store water also protects against
Department of Transportation are
improve the forest roads system and
restore watershed conditions.
The primary goals are to reduce

habitat. Protecting our waters
positively affects all natural resources
life.

inside the stem where they feed
while they develop into adults.
A large infestation of Dalmatian
to be effective.
Pulling isolated patches
the root system. Herbicides can
be very effective but a good
surfactant must be used to get the
leaf structure. Mowing and
tillage are not effective methods
of control and can lead to an
increase in plants.
If you need any help
identifying noxious weeds or
recommendations on how to
control them please call CCT

